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Preservation of the Nubian Langauge Part 2 

 

English translation : 

 

Man (far right): They know it better …. 

 

Woman (far right): [voice not clear].  

 

Woman (middle): Do the Nubians allow that … [noise]…They build their homes and 

live their life. This means … [noise]. 

 

Man (left): Formerly, the Nubian woman does not marry a stranger [non-Nubian].  

 

Woman (middle): I am talking about housing.  

 

Man (left): Yes, I am also talking about that. They live there, but their children nothing 

about their original land. They live there. They know it …they go to schools. Some 

people moved to live in the Nubian areas, especially after [the] building [of] the High 

Dam.  

 

Woman (middle): I wish you [may] keep your language the best you can. I hope you 

keep it written to conserve it. I am scared for it. 

 

Man (left): There have been attempts. In particular, some are making dictionaries of the 

Nubian language by using Coptic letters, not the Nubian letters. Alpha…Beta…Gamma. 

They are not using the original Nubian letters.  

 

Woman (right): Are there Nubian letters … where is it?  

 

Man (left): Yes, I would have prepared them for you if you just told me, but you say you 

are going.  

 

Woman (middle): I will come once again.  

 

Woman (far right): They are coming for a short visit for one day.  

 

Man (left): I need time to get [the materials] for you, and you say you are on a short 

visit. If you come once again, I will have the Nubian Alphabet prepared for you. I would 

have prepared some traditional children’s songs. Just like “Trabatata Trabatati” or 

“Wahawi Yawahawi”. It means, say with me … say with me that the new moon has 

appeared.  

 

Man (far right): Is this Nubian? 

 

Man (left) and Woman (middle): Yes, of course.  
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Man (left): Also, the word “Shika Bika.”  

 

Woman (middle): Some Americans asked me about it.  

 

Man (left): It means untrue or inconsistent or disordered, and it is actually Nubian. 

“Shika” is a children’s game of hiding.  
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